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Eva-Last® is truly designed for easy living. That’s why, unlike natural wood, Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM co-extruded composite
decking is ultra-low maintenance, easy to care for and requires no costly staining, sealing or varnishing, all whilst preserving
the environment. All exterior building materials require some form of cleaning; all your Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM deck needs to have
a long, beautiful life and to keeps its ‘just-installed-good-looks’ is an occasional sweep with soapy water and a gentle power
wash. Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM’s anti-microbial properties also make it germ resistant and completely hygienic for the whole family.
Our Eva-Last® Experts are here to help you through every stage of owning and caring for an Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM deck. For
assistance please submit an enquiry at www.eva-last.co.nz

Before you start
;OLÄYZ[Z[LWPUJHYPUNMVY`V\YEva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM deck is to ensure that it is properly installed. You are strongly urged to familiarise yourself with the Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM Installation Guide as a solid foundation and careful attention to installatiVUHYL[OLÄYZ[
and most important steps to creating a long lasting deck. Installation guides are easily downloadable at www.eva-last.co.nz
If possible, try and install your deck last in the construction process. If this is not possible, your deck should be
properly covered at all times with a sheet of tarp or construction grade plastic to avoid damaging the surface.
Ensure that masonry/cement construction is set properly before ever installing the decking material. Better yet, install your deck after all masonry/cement construction has been completed. It is important to protect decking during
masonry constructiVU>OP[LVYOHa`YLZPK\LMYVTTPULYHSKLWVZP[ZLɊVYLZJLUJLJHUSLHJOV\[VMZ[VULHUK
masonry materials after water evaporates, leaving the deposits behind. This can only be prevented with complete
and secure coverage of the decking surface area during the construction phase or installation of the decking after
the masonry construction phase.




4PULYHSZMYVTZVPSZPUJLY[HPUHYPKHUKTV\U[HPUV\ZLU]PYVUTLU[ZJHUHSZVJH\ZLHOHaPUNHɈLJ[^OLUKLWVZP[LKVU
[OLKLJRZ\YMHJL;OLZLKLWVZP[ZTH`ILK\L[VYHPU^H[LYTP_PUN^P[OY\UVɈMYVTYVVMZZVPSKPY[WH[O^H`ZL[J 
>OLU^H[LYL]HWVYH[LZVɈHKLJRP[JHUSLH]LILOPUKHOHaL[OH[JHUIL^HZOLKH^H`LHZPS`PM[LUKLK[VYLHZVUHIS`
quickly. If this haze is left for a long period of tiTLP[JHUI\PSK\WHUKJYLH[LSH`LYZTHRPUNP[TVYLKPɉJ\S[[VJSLHU
A high pressure hose with a fan tip may be necessary in the cleaning and care of Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM products.
Use at pressures under 1500 psi and at a distance of at least 300 mm away from the surface when spraying.
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When using soaps, follow the manufacturer’s instructiVUZHUK[LZ[PUHUPUJVUZWPJ\V\ZHYLHVYVUHUVɈJ\[[VTHRL
sure the cleaner does not harm the deck surface.
The use of cleaning products that contain bleach or acid are not recommended.
Certain ingredients in products such as insect repellent and sunblock contain chemicals that could cause a reaction
and harm your deck’s surface. Please take care to ensure you keep these products away from your deck.
Swimming pool chemicals can be harmful to your deck’s surface. If swimming pool PH levels are not kept normal
the swimming pool water can become highly saturated and create a corrosive environment which will damage the
decking boards surface. Best practice is to maintain a normal PH pool that does not have high saturation.
If chemicals that are not for normal PH level balance in a swimming pool are used on the deck they can stain or
mark the deck. See ‘Decks around pools’ for more detailed info.

Cleaning your deck: Using a hard-bristled broom or high pressure hose
What you will need:
-

Soap/cleaner
Water
Bucket
Sponge
Hard-bristled broom
A high pressure hose with fan tip

STEP 1:
Apply soapy water to your deck with a sponge.
STEP 2:
Sweep the liquid over your deck using the hard-bristled broom, making sure to remove all dirt and residue from the gaps
between the decking boards. Sweeping in the direction of the grain is best.
STEP 3:
If residue and/or dirt are stiSSL]PKLU[VU`V\YKLJRHOPNOWYLZZ\YLOVZLPZ]LY`LɈLJtive in removing stubborn and unavoidable
organic waste.
NB: Use a high pressure hose with a wide fan tip at pressures under 1500 psi. Remember to keep the hose at least 300 mm
away from the surface when spraying.
For best results, high pressure hose your deck whilst simultaneously brushing it with a hard-bristled broom and soapy water.
We recommend pressure washing your deck once a month to keep it looking clean and cared for.
Please exercise extreme caution as pressure washing can damage your Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM deck if done incorrectly. If you notice any
changes to the surface of your deck, stop immediately and contact us.

Caring for your deck
Maintain a deck that is dry and clean.


;OLILZ[^H`[VRLLW`V\YKLJRMYLLMYVTZ[\IIVYUZ[HPUZPZ[VJSLHU[OLTVɈHZZVVUHZ[OL`VJJ\Y6PSNYLHZLHUK
food should be removed as soon as possible.
Don’t let organic matter build up on your deck. Leaves and sticks that get stuck in gaps inhibit ventilation, natural
movement and retain moisture.
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Use a splat mat underneath your barbeque/grill area to help protect your deck from fatty marks and stains.
Direct downward gutters away from your deck.
Position dryer vents away from your deck.
Soil beneath your deck should be porous to eliminate standing water.
Never use metal spades or tools with sharp edges on the surface of your deck.
It’s best practiZLVUHU`ÅVVYPUNZ\YMHJL[VWPJR\WVIQLJ[Z^OLUTV]PUN[OLTYH[OLY[OHUKYHNNPUN[OLTHSVUN


(WWS`ÅVVYWYV[LJ[VYZ\UKLYULH[O[OLMLL[HUKSLNZVM`V\YM\YUP[\YL[VH]VPKTHYRZHUKZJYH[JOLZILPUN[YHUZMLYYLK
to your deck. These are inexpensive and can be bought at most hardware stores.



>OLU\ZPUNHSHKKLYVU`V\YKLJRILZ\YL[VWSHJLHWPLJLVMWS`^VVKÄYTS`ZLJ\YLK[V[OLKLJR»ZZ\YMHJL[V
disperse the load of the ladder’s feet. Be sure to follow the ladder manufacturer’s instructions and safety tips.

Cleaning your deck

PROBLEM
General cleaning

EVA-LAST® 0UÄUP[`TM SOLUTION
Dry sweep weekly, wash with warm soapy water & a sponge.

Mould & mildew removal

Apply warm, soapy water with a sponge, then brush with a hard-bristled
broom or spray with a high pressure hose.

Oil & grease stains

Oil, grease and food spills must be removed as quickly as possible. Apply
warm soapy water with a sponge, then brush with a hard-bristled broom or
spray with a high pressure hose.

Rust stains

Apply warm, soapy water with a sponge, then brush with a hard-bristled
broom or spray with a high pressure hose.

Construction marks

9\IHSP[[SLHSJVOVSVU[OLHɈLJ[LKHYLH

4PUVYZJ\ɈTHYRZ

Apply warm, soapy water with a sponge, then brush with a hard-bristled
broom or spray with a high pressure hose.

Weathering

Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TMWYVK\J[Z^PSS^LH[OLY[VHUH[\YHSTH[[ÄUPZOV]LY[PTL
Dry sweep and wash with warm soapy water to remove dirt and grime.

Bird droppings

Apply warm, soapy water with a sponge, then brush with a
hard-bristled broom or spray with a high pressure hose.
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Cleaning your deck

PROBLEM

EVA-LAST® 0UÄUP[`TM SOLUTION
Allow ice to melt then wipe away.

Ice removal

Calcium chloride or rock salt work well in melting ice. A buildup of
calcium chloride or rock salt may occur leaving a white residue.
This can be easily removed with warm soapy water and a soft
non-metal brush or hard bristled broom.
Never use metal objects, such as a metal shovel to remove ice or
snow from Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM boards.

/LH[ZV\YJLZHUKÄYL

Bamboo-plastic composite products may retain heat when situated
JSVZL[VOLH[HUKÄYLZV\YJLZ7YVWLYJH\[PVUZOV\SKIL[HRLU^OLU
Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TMPZPUZ[HSSLKULHYOLH[ZV\YJLZHUKÄYL[VLUZ\YL
no damage occurs to the deck.

Rubber/vinyl/latex mats

Rubber mats such as welcome or grill mats with rubber or latex
backing can leave marks on your deck. These marks can be removed with soapy water; however it is best to use vinyl-backed
mats or colourfast woven rugs to avoid any marks.

Construction chalk

Coloured chalk often used in construction, can leave permanent
marks on most surfaces. Where possible, avoid the use of such
chalk on Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM products or use alternatives such as
white chalk or baby powder.

Tape marks

Apply warm, soapy water with a sponge, then brush with a
hard-bristled broom or spray with a high pressure hose.

Note: The above conditions are considered to be normal maintenance and are therefore not covered by the
Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM`LHY+LJR)VHYK
Decks around pools
It is important to maintain a clean, healthy pool in order to ensure the life and look of your Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM deck.
7VVS^H[LYTH`OH]LHULɈLJ[VU`V\YKLJRLZWLJPHSS`PMP[PZ\UIHSHUJLK7VVS^H[LYIHSHUJPUNPZZPTWS`[OLYLSHtionship
IL[^LLUKPɈLYLU[JOLTPJHSTLHZ\YLTLU[ZPU`V\YWVVS^H[LY@V\^PSSWYVIHIS`UV[JOHUNL[OL^H[LYPU`V\YWVVSMVYTHU`
years. ContiU\V\ZÄS[YHtion and disinfection removes contaminants which keep the water enjoyable but this is does not
balance your water.
A swimming pool that is balanced has proper levels of pH, total alkalinity and calcium hardness. Maintaining a healthy, clean
WVVSHUKTHRPUNZ\YL`V\YWVVSOHZIHSHUJLKSL]LSZ^PSSLUZ\YL[OL^H[LY^PSSOH]LSP[[SL[VUVLɈLJ[VU`V\YKLJR»ZZ\YMHJL
As good practice in swimming pool maintenance and hygiene, it is suggested that you regularly test your swimming pool
water to ensure that the pH, mineral content and saturation index of your pool water is maintained correctly and within
recommended levels. If your swimming pool water is not correctly maintained and the waters pH is not controlled as per
YLJVTTLUKLKZ[HUKHYKZHUKYHUNLZP[PZSPRLS`[OH[HOPNOHJPKP[`VYHSRHSPUP[`LU]PYVUTLU[JHUHK]LYZLS`HɈLJ[`V\YKLJR
surface and the appearance thereof. These environments are very corrosive and aggressive to most materials and colours, UV
absorbers, plastic materials and will also lead to damage, discolouration or scaling of your pool cleaning equipment.
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Use a good test kit to measure the chemical levels of pH, total alkalinity and calcium hardness on a weekly basis. Below is a
list of best practice ranges:
pH = 7.4 - 7.6

;V[HSHSRHSPUP[`$WWT4HYISLWSHZ[LY
;V[HSHSRHSPUP[`$WWT-PIYLNSHZZ
Stabiliser = 40 - 80 ppm

Free chlorine = 1 - 3 ppm

Combined chlorine = 1 - 3 ppm

Calcium hardness = 175 ppm - 225 ppm
Copper = 0 ppm
Iron = 0 ppm

*Please note the above ranges are guides and may vary according to your region and climate
Important! Cleaning products to avoid
We do not recommend using strong alkaline or acid containing detergents to clean the surface of your deck. These cleaning
HNLU[ZJVU[HPUHTVUNZ[V[OLY[OPUNZISLHJOPUNHNLU[ZSPRLZVKP\TO`WVJOSVYP[LHUK[OL`TH`HK]LYZLS`HɈLJ[`V\YKLJR»Z
surface and the appearance thereof. It is best to avoid them.
You should now have plenty of information on how to simply and easily care for your Eva-Last® 0UÄUP[`TM deck. However if you
have any further questions or if you have a cleaning or care query that we have not covered here, please do not hesitate to
contact Eva-Last® for assistance. You can submit an enquiry at www.eva-last.co.nz
Enjoy the outdoors!
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